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The aim of this work is to introduce a general method for studying (the 
cocharacters of a) P.I. algebra in characteristic p > 0. 
Let A be an algebra satisfying polynomial identities (a P.I. algebra). Sub- 
stitutions of the variables by polynomials always map identities to iden- 
tities. This observation leads to the application of the representation theory 
of various groups (of substitutions) to P.I. algebras. Tehnically, this is done 
through the introduction of the various cocharacters and Poincart series 
(see [4] for references). In characteristic zero these sequences provide a 
very useful tool for describing the identities of a P.I. algebra, and their 
study led to some deeper understanding of the identities of P.I. algebras. 
The references of [4] refer to some of the major works in that area, when 
the groups are either the Symmetric group S, or the General Linear Group 
GL(m,C). 
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The analogue study of cocharacters in characteristic p > 0 was initiated 
in [S]. For example, it is shown there that, contrary to the characteristic 
zero case [ 171, Capelli identities are not characterized by the modular (S,) 
cocharacters. 
The core of this paper is Theorem (3.5) which provides a general method 
for studying the modular cocharacters by relating them to ordinary 
(characteristic zero) cocharacters. We briefly describe it now. Let A be a 
PI. algebra over the field Z, with p-elements, with modular cocharacters 
x,JA) =x?‘(A). We assume that A = B/pB for some torsion free H-algebra 
B. Thus Q @z B is a Q-P.I. algebra, with ordinary cocharacters x,(0 @B). 
Denote by i,(Q @ B) its reduction module p. After the preliminaries in 
Sections 1, 2, and 3, we prove Theorem (3.5) which states that j,,(Q 0 B) 
bounds xn(,4), and that the difference between these two modular 
characters measures the amount and structure of the p-identities of B. 
This theorem has an immediate and suprising consequence (3.7) which 
reveals a fundamental difference between the ordinary and the modular 
theories: contrary to the general hook shape of ordinary cocharacters [ 11, 
the modular cocharacters are always supported in a strip of p-regular parti- 
tions. As shown in Section 6, this explains why modular cocharacters fail to 
characterize Capelli and Capelli-like identities. 
The following question emerges as crucial in the above results: Given a 
T ideal Is Z(x), is B = Z (x)/Z torsion free? This, and related questions, 
are studied in Section 4-7. 
Section 4 contains some necessary preliminaries. In Section 5 we study 
Z- and modular-Grassmann algebras E(F) and their T ideals of identities. 
In particular, we show that [[x, y], z] generates the identities of E(Z), 
and by applying Theorem (3.5) we calculate the modular cocharacters of 
E(H,). In Section 6 we review Capelli and Capelli-like identities. Finally, in 
Section 7 we give examples, based on the Nagata-Higmann theorem, which 
show that for many ideals Is Z (x ), Z (x)/Z has non-trivial torsion. 
We remark that to simplify the presentation here, only the multilinear 
(i.e., S,) cocharacters are studied. The homogeneous (i.e., GL(m)) 
cocharacters will be treated elsewhere. 
1. REPRESENTATION THEORY OF SYMMETRIC GROUPS 
We give a survey of the results needed from the representation theory of 
S,. More complete accounts may be found in the books [8, lo]. An 
excellent survey is given in [9]. Moreover, [6] is a reference for general 
representation theory. 
The irreducible representations (characters) of S, in characteristic 0 
are indexed canonically by the partitions 2 = (a,, . . . . a,) of n. (Here 
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a,>a,> ... > a, > 0, ‘& ai = n.) We denote by P(n) the set of partitions of 
n. When R is any commutative ring with 1, there is for any 1~ P(n) and 
RS,-module, Si, called a Specht module. The Specht module Si may be 
defined as a certain RS,-submodule of the module M”, obtained by 
inducing the trivial module for the Young Subgroup S,, x . . . x S,, to S,. 
When R = K is a field of characteristic 0, e.g., K = Q, then ($1 A E P(n)} 
is a complete set of non-isomorphic irreducible KS,-modules. We denote 
the character of Sk by [A]. 
When R = F is a field of characteristic p > 0, e.g., F= Z,, then S$ may 
be reducible. A partition of n is called p-regular, if it does not have p equal 
parts (#O). The set of the p-regular partitions of IZ is denoted P,(n). 
When p E P,(n), S; has a unique maximal submodule X$.. If we put 
then {WP E p,(n)} is a complete set of irreducible non-isomorphic 
FS,-modules. We denote the (modular) Brauer character of D& by (p) 
[6, Chap. 41. 
For ,J E P(n), ALE P,(n) we let dA, denote the multiplicity of D$, as a 
composition factor in S$,. The integers d,, are the decomposition numbers 
of S, (see [lo]). A general formula in modular representation theory 
[6, Lemma IV 3.2(i)] gives the following 
Formula (1.1). Let 71 be an element in S, of order prime to p. Then for 
A. e P(n) 
Cal = 1 d~,iGL(~). 
P E P,(n) 
This is a background for the following 
DEFINITION (1.2). Let x = Cj. ml[n] be an ordinary character of S,. 
We define 2, the reduction of x module p, as the Brauer character 
Let R be any ring, p E N a prime, and let M be a H torsion free R 
module. Then it is easy to show that M/pM z Z, Oz M as RJpR modules. 
Moreover, if M is also an R-algebra, the above is an RJpR algebra 
isomorphism. [Proof. Tensor 0 + pZ + Z + Z, + 0 by M E Z 0 Z @ . . . , 
then O+pZ@M-+E@M+Z,@M+O is short exact.] 
From general representation theory we also get the following: 
481#143.‘1.7 
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PROPOSITION (1.3). Let M, and M2 be Z-free HS,-modules, such that 
Q onr M1 N Q Or M, as QS,-modules. Then the Z,S, = hS,/pZS,-modules 
M, /PM, and M, IP Mz 
have the same composition factors. 
Since Sk z Q @ S$ and Ss is Z-free, we may apply (1.3) to the case 
where one of the M;s is a direct sum of certain Z-Specht modules to get 
the following 
PROPOSITION (1.4). Let I,, be a Z-free bS,-module. Assume that 
QZ, = Q Oz I, has the (ordinary) character x. Then the Brauer character of 
the H,S,-module I,/pZ, is 1, the reduction of x module p (Definition (1.2)). 
Clearly, if x = x1 mi(l), then 2 = Cn m,[x]. We define a partial ordering 
6 on the set of ordinary and the set of Brauer characters of S,: if 
x = C m,[n], x’ = C m;(J), we write x < x’ if rn), d rn; for all 1. The defini- 
tion for Brauer characters is analogous. Clearly, if 
x$x’ then f<i’. 
We turn now to the decomposition numbers d,, (1.1). The problem of 
determining the dAP’s is unsolved, though some special cases are known. 
One such case, when 2 is a 1 x 1 “hook,” is treated at the end of this 
section. The fact that a dl, # 0 has consequences for 1 and p. They must 
have the same p-core [ 10, Sect. 2.71. Moreover, 1 g p, where a is the 
dominance order of partitions. We need a strengthening of this last fact and 
describe a map L -+ ;1* from P(n) -+ P,(n). The following is a slight 
modification of a part of Section 6.3 in [lo] (see 6.3.18). 
A diagram D (not necessarily a Young diagram) is any finite subset of 
N x N. Thus we now view Young diagrams the French way-upside down. 
Given the prime p, let L,- r denote the line 
L,-,: y= -(p-1)x. 
Given (i, j) E N x N, let L, _ r( i, j) denote the line through (i, j) parallel to 
L p-1: 
L,-,(i,j): y=(p-l)(i-x)+j. 
Given a diagram D, a p-move on D is made by replacing (i, j) E D by 
(x, y) which satisfies: 
(1) (x3 y)EL,-l(i,A 
(2) (x9 Y)E N x N 
(3) (x3 Y)$D. 
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After performing a maximal (finite!) number of p-moves on D, we obtain 
a diagram, denoted D*, where no p-moves are possible. An “abacus-type” 
argument [lo, Sect. 2.71 shows that D* is independent of the choice of the 
p-moves transforming D into D*. Also, if D is a Young diagram, then D* 
is a Young diagram. 
Identify the partition A with its Young diagram D = Y(d). We thus get 
the map i + i* on partitions by Y(n)* = Y(i*). (For example, when p = 3, 
(2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1)*=(3, 3, 2, 1) and (2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, l)*= (4, 3, 2, l).) Clearly, 
1+* is a p-regular Young diagram. By [ 10, 6.3.591 the map J. + A* satisfies 
PROPOSITION (1.5). Let I E P(n), then 
(1) Aal* 
(2) dA,A. = 1 
(3) ifd,,,#O, then l*gp 
(where I! is the dominance order). 
Let k, IE N, and let H(k, 1) denote the diagrams in the “(k, I) hook”: the 
diagram D is in H(k, I) if and only if it satisfies the condition that if 
(i, k + j) E D with j > 1, then i d 1. The following result is needed later. 
LEMMA (1.6). Zf D E H(k, I) then D* E H(k + I(p - l), 0). 
Prooj It suffices to show that a sequence of p-moves will transform D 
into a diagram D,, D, E H(k + I( p - l), 0), since further p-moves on D, 
will leave it in the strip H(k + I( p - l), 0). We proceed by induction 
on 1. If D contains no point of the form (1, k + p+ i), i>O, then 
D E H(k + p - 1, I - 1) and we can apply the induction. 
Letnow(I,j)EDwithj3k+p.Thusj-k-l~p-l,hencethereexist 
l<u and Odrfp-2 such that j-k-l=(p-l)u+r. Therefore, 
k+l~j-(p-l)u6k+p-l,sothatthepoint(x,y)=(I+u,j-(p-l)u) 
satisfies all three conditions for a p-move. Notice that such distinct points 
(1, jl), (I, j,) are p-moved along parallel-but distinct-lines, hence they 
all can be p-moved in the way described. Then, since y = j - (p - 1 )u < 
k + p - 1, the obtained diagram is in H(k + p - 1, 1 - 1 ), and the proof 
follows by induction. 
EXAMPLE (1.7). Fix a prime p E N. Given n, consider the n 1 x 1 hook 
partitions A,, . . . . I,EH(~, 1): S=(j, l”-j), 1 $j<n. Then AT is given as 
follows. 
For l<j<n,writen-j=u,(p-l)+uiwhereO<ujandO<vjdp-2. 
(1) If [n/p]+l<j<n then 
A?= ((j, u.~+ l)“], u~~~“~“~). 
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(2) If 1 <j< [B/P] then 
2; = ((uj+ l)“/+‘, q-*--v,, j- 1). 
Note that the only coincides of the 2:‘s occur when p divides n: if n = up 
then A,* = A,*+, . 
For example, let p = 3: 
n = 5, then n: = (3,2), 2: = (2*, l), 2: = (3, l*), ;/$ = (4, l), 2; = (5) 
n = 6, then 1: = (3’), 2; = A: = (3,2, l), A,* = (4, l”), 1: = (5, l), A,* = (6). 
With these notations we have 
THEOREM (1.8) [8,24.1]. Let p be odd. Let ;lj=(j,l”-j), ldj<n, 
p E P,(n). The only d,,, different from zero are 
(1) ifp t n: dA,,i; = 1. 
(2) If n = pa: dA,,,; = 1 if either 
(i) j>aandk=j+l ork=jor 
(ii) j<aandk=jork=j-1. 
2. Z AND Z,, P.I. ALGEBRAS 
We begin by analyzing P.I. algebras of the form A = B/pB, B a H algebra 
(not necessarily torsion free), and p E N a prime. A 3 x 3 diagram ((2.2) 
below) relates the identities of A and of B, and yields ((2.7) below) the 
basic technical tools for studying these relations. 
Let Z(x) be the free algebra on the set of non-commutative variables 
{x). If 1 EB th en also 1 E A, and the identities of B (of A) form a T ideal 
in n(x) (in h,(x)). Denote E(x)* = E(x)\.& the polynomials without 
a constant term. Similarly, Z,(x)* = z,(x)\Ep. If 1 $ B, the identities of 
B (of A) form a T ideal in Z(x)* (in Z,(x)*). To simplify the following 
presentation, we assume that 1 E B: if 1 $ B, replace E(x) by Z(x) *, etc. 
In this section we study some relations between T ideals in %(x) and in 
E,<x). Further aspects of such T ideals are studied in Section 4. 
Notation and Remarks (2.1). Let B be a Z-P.I. algebra, not necessarily 
torsion free, 1 E B, so that A = B/pB is a H,-P.I. algebra with 1. Denote 
by Z, J their corresponding T-ideals of identities: Z=Id,(B)zZ(x), 
J= Idzp(A) G Z,(x). Let U(A) = Z,(x)/J, U(B) = h(x)/Z be their univer- 
sal algebras. Let 
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be the obvious epimorphism. Since ker(q) = pZ(x>, 
~,W rz(XYP~i(x). (2.1.1) 
Notice that both sides of (2.1.1) evaluate the same way on A: let 
g=g(x,, . . . . x,)~Z(x) with q(g)=gEhp(x), and let a,=b,+pB, u~EB, 
bi E B, i < i < n. It is easy to check that 
aa,, . . . . 4 = g(bl, . . . . b,) + PB. 
We therefore identify 
.q?<x) =~(x)/P~<x). 
(2.1.2) 
Call g(xr , . . . . x,) E H(x) a p-identity of B if for all b,, ,,., b, E B, 
g(b 1 ,..,, h,)~pB, and let f((p)cZ(x) d enote the set of all such polyno- 
mials. Applying (2.1.2), it is easy to show that 
I(P) = cp-lv). (2.1.3) 
Trivially, 
I+ PZ<X> CI(P), (2.1.4) 
hence cp(Z+ pE(x)) = q(Z) c J, and q induces a canonical isomorphism 
4(P)lU+ PZ(X>) z J/cp(O (2.1.5) 
Remark (2.2). In the notations of (2.1), cp(l)-~J. Hence cp induces 
a map Cp: U(B) --) U(A). As a result, we obtain the following 3 x 3 
commutative diagram: 
0-ZnpE(x)--+ I - J -0 
I i I 
o- PH<X) - Z(x)& Z,(x)- 0 
I I I 
Z(x) 
( 1 
Z(x) @ ) 
o---+p-----+- 
I I 
HP(X) ,o 
J 
I 
0 
I 
1 
I 
a WE) WA) 
0 0 (2.2) 
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It is easy to check that all three columns and the middle row are short 
exact. 
EXAMPLE (2.3). Let A =Mk(Zp), the kx k matrices over Z,. Then 
A=B/pB where B=Mk(z). Here U(B)zZ(X,,X, ,... } where Xl,X2 ,... 
are generic matrices. Also U(A) N Z,( Y, , Y,, . . . } where Y, , Y,, . . . are k x k 
“p-generic” matrices in the following sense: 
Denote sj=ii~Z[t,, t,, . ..]/pZ[t., t,, . ..I =ZP[sI,s2, . ..I. Then Y,= 
($j) 1 G i, j < k, r = 1, 2, . . . . 
LEMMA (2.4) (The 3 x 3 Lemma). In the followihg 3 x 3 commutative 
diagram (of,groups, rings, modules, etc.) 
0 0 0 
I I I 
0-A,AA, alA 1-O 
I I I 82 O-B,- B, 81 +B,-0 
I i I o---bc3yL*c AC,-0 
I I I 
0 0 0 
assume that the three columns and the middle row are short exact, and that 
CL~~X~=O, y1y2=0. Then 
kew 4 -N- 
~2(C3) - a~(Ad’ 
Proof: This is by a standard diagram chasing (see [ 13, pp. 49, 51 I). 
Since the 3 x 3 diagram (2.2) satisfies the assumptions of (2.4), we have 
THEOREM (2.5). Let A = B/pB, cp: H(x) + z,(x), and Cp: U(B) -+ U(A) 
as in (2.1). Then 
C~~~GWCPW-W~)~ WdO (2.5) 
The above theorem has “homogeneous” and “multilinear” versions 
which we now formulate. 
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Let Z(x) = Z(x,, . . . . x,). Fix degrees dI, . . . . d,,,EZ+, then let 
H(d) = H(d,, . . . . d,) z Z( x ) denote the H-space of the homogeneous 
polynomials of degree di in xi, 1~ i < m. Let H,(d) c Z,(x) denote the 
corresponding subspace of Z,(x, , . . . . x, ). 
Similarly, let n E Z +, H(m, n) E a(x), (H,(m, n) c Z,(x)) be the 
homogeneous polynomials of total degree n, in x,, . . . . x,. Notice that 
H(m, n) (H,(m, n)) is a GL(m, Z) (GL(m, H,)) module. 
We now have 
THEOREM (2.5)‘. Restrict Theorem (2.5) to the corresponding subspaces 
of H(d), H,(d), with cp z qa: H(d) -+ H,(d) and with @E (Pa the restricted 
maps. 
Then 
Cker cpdllCpW(dMZn ff(d)))l r CJn H,(d)llCpdZn H(d))]. (2.5.d) 
Similarly, for H(m, n), (H,(m, n)), (P,,,“, and Cp,,,, we obtain 
Per @,,,llCp(H(m, nY(Zn f-M n)))l 
g CJn H,(w n)lICvm,,dZn H(m))1 (2.5.GL(m, Z,)) 
which is a GL(m, ;2,) isomorphism. 
At the multilinear level, d = (1, . . . . 1) = 1, so H(d) z HS,, H,(d) z Z,S,, 
n 
Z,,=ZnZS,, J,nzz,S,, (denote:) (P1=qn, (PI=@,,. Then 
(2.5.SJ 
and isomorphism of ZS, left modules. 
DEFINITION (2.6). In the notation of (2.1) and (2.5), we call either 
J/q(Z) or Z(p)/(Z+pZ(x)) “the p-special identities of L?’ (see (2.1.5)). 
We turn now to example (2.3). 
Following a question of Procesi [ 161, W. Schelter [ 181 has constructed 
a non-trivial 2-special such identity, in H(2, 1, 1, 1, 1 ), for B = M,(h) 
(p = 2). His calculations required the use of a computer. For most other 
values of d, k, n, p, and in particular for the multilinear case d = (1, 1, . . . . l), 
the question of the existence of non-trivial such p-identies is still open. 
See also (5.8), where we prove that the (infinite) Grassmann algebra has 
multilinear p-special identities if and only if char(F) = p = 2. 
Let M, N be two modules over a ring R, both having composition 
series. We write M-N if A4 an N have equivalent series, i.e., the same 
composition factors, including multiplicities. 
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PROPOSITION (2.7). (a) Assume the notations of (2.1), (2.5), and (2.5)‘, 
and denote 
Cl = qsn ns 
Jn Z,S,’ 
C2=--L. 
In zs” 
and c,=pc,. 
Then C1 z [C,/C,]/j [ker @,/C,], an isomorphism of left B,S, modules. 
It therefore follows that as Z,S, modules, 
C2/C3 - Cl 0 Cker &IC31 - C1 0 CJnlcp,)l. (2.7.S,) 
(b) Denote 
D = HJm, n) 
’ Jn H,(m, n)’ 
D = H(m, n) 
2 In H(m, n)’ 
and D3 = pD,. 
Then D, g [D,/D,]/[ker @,,,/D,] as GL(m, Z,) modules. As such, we 
therefore have 
WD, - Dl 0 Cker VSm,JD31 
- Dl 0 C(Jn HP@, n)h,&~ H(m, n))l. (2.7.GL(m, Z,)) 
Proof Part (b) is the homogeneous analogue of (a). We prove part (a). 
Intersect the bottom row of (2.2)-appropriately-with HS, and Z,S, to 
obtain the short sequence 
04,4,~ c,+o 
(which is exact at C, and C,). Thus C, z C,/ker Cp,,g [C,/C,]/ 
Cker cP,lC31. 
The last part of (a) follows from (2.5.S,). Q.E.D. 
3. THE MODULAR COCHARACTERS 
Let F be a field. The F-representation theory of S, is applied to F-P.I. 
algebras as follows [ 141: {x} is an infinite set of non-commutative 
variables, x,, x2, . . . E {x} a fixed sequence of variables. 
Given f = Co E sn tl,,~ E FS,, we identify f with the multilinear polynomial 
f -fb,, -**, x,)=ccI,x,(l)...x,(,). 
c 
If A is and F-P.I. algebra, Id,(A) s F(x) its T-ideal of indentities, then 
Id,(A) n FS, is a left ideal in FS,. The nth (multilinear) codimension of A 
is c,(A) = dim,(FS,/Id,(A) n FS,)). The nth multilinear cocharacter 
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x:)(A) is the S,-character (“ordinary” if char(F) = 0, “Brauer” (modular) 
otherwise) of the left FS, module FS,/Td,(A) n FS,: 
which is calculated via a composition series. 
The main result in this paper is Theorem (3.5) below, which relates 
x9)(,4) with xLQ)(U2 0 B), where A = B/pB. 
We finally remark that the (polynomial) representation theory of 
GL(m, F) can be applied in a similar fashion to study the homogeneous 
identities of A in m fixed variables [2, 51. Modular homogeneous 
cocharacters will be treated elsewhere. It is the goal of this paper to study 
xL~‘(A). Most of our results are in the form of upper bounds for xr’(A), 
and we obtain it only for the following class of C, of algebras. 
DEFINITION (3.1). As remarked before (1.3), if B is a Z torsion free 
algebra, then B/pB z Z, Or B, a Z, algebras isomorphism. 
An F-algebra A is of type C, = C,(F), if there exists a Z-torsion free 
algebra B, and r > 0, such that 
where @ is Or,. 
(If r = 1, FOzp (if,@, B) z F@, B.) 
Remark (3.2). Most F-P.I. algebras that are of interest are of C, type. 
These include F-group algebras; the full k x k matrix algebra MJF), with 
many of its subalgebras; the F-Grassmann algebra E; the full matrix 
algebra Mk+,(E); and the subalgebras Mk,[(E) [ll]. 
In this section we study the modular cocharacters of an F-algebra A of 
type C,, where p = char(F). 
Let KG L be fields, M a (left) KS, module. Since any field is a splitting 
field for S,, the composition series of LO M over LS, is essentially the 
same as that of M over KS,,, and the two modules have the same character. 
To show that x~~)(A) and xf)(L@ A) are the same, we therefore need 
LEMMA (3.3). Let KC L be fields, A a K-P.I. algebra. Then, in 
L(x) E LOK K(x), IdL(LBK A)= LBKIdK(A). Hence 
x;“‘(A) = xj;L’(L@ A). 
Proof Clearly, L 0 Id,(A) c Id,(L 0 A). Conversely, let g(x,, . . . . x,) = 
CT= 1 %Mi(X, 3 ..., x,)eId,(L@A), cri~L, {Mi(x,, . . . . x,)1 1 bi<r) mono- 
mials. Let /?i, . . . . fl, E L be a basis of span, { do i, . . . . 01, >: they are K-linearly 
independent, and cli = CT= 1 yiiPj, 1 Q i < r, where yii E K. Thus 
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dxi, ...3 xn)= i bj i Yij"itxl, ...> xr2) 
/=I ( i= 1 > 
E i P,Q( i Yij"i(XI, ...TXn)). 
j=l i=l 
We show that for all i<j<s, C;=, yiiMi(x,, . . . . x,,)EI~~(A). Indeed, let 
a,, . ..) a, E A, so 1 @al) . ..) l@&EL@A, O=g(l@a)=~icriM,(l~u)= 
cj Bj @ xi yiiMi(U). Since the /?;s are K independent, 
C Y~“i(u)=o for all 1 Gjj.5 Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY (3.4). Let F be a field, char(F) = p > 0, and let A be an F 
algebra of type . C,. there exists a Z torsion free algebra B and r > 0 such 
that 
A=FQ . . . @F@(Z,&B) (0 is Qz,). (3.1) 
It follows from (3.3) that xy’(A) and xF’(Z,@ B) are the same. Therefore, 
when studying cochuructers of a Cr-type algebra A we shall assume 
W.L.O.G. that F=iz, andAzzZ,@,BEB/pB. 
We can now prove the following basic 
THEOREM (3.5). Let F be a field, char(F) = p > 0. Let A be an algebra 
of type C,, A = Z, oil B, B a b torsion free P.I. algebra (3.4). In the notu- 
tions of (2.5.S”) let J,,/cp,(Z,) be the p-special multilinear identities of A, a 
H,S,-module. If i,,(Q Q B) is the reduction modulo p of the ordinary 
cochuructers x,(Q 0 B) (1.2), then 
x”,(Q 0 B) = xjpP’(4 + x(Jnlcp,(~n)). (3.5.S,) 
In particular, f,(Q Q B) is an upper bound for the modular cochuructer 
x;~P’(A). 
Proof Let Z= Id,(B), J= Idzp(A), C,, Cz, C, as in (2.7). Since B is B 
torsion free, it easily follows that C, is torsion free; it is also a hS, module. 
Since C3 = PC,, it follows from Theorem (1.4) that 
x(G/C3) = j(Q 0 C,) = j(QS,l(QZn QS,)) = I,,(0 QB). 
By (2.7a) 
x(G/C,) = x(CI) + ~(JnhVn)) 
and the result follows since by definition, x(C,) = x!,~~)(A). Q.E.D. 
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We remark that we do not treat here the homogeneous analogue of 
(3.5X,), an analogue which should be denoted as (3.5.GL(m, Z,)) and 
derived from (2.7.GL(m, Z,)). 
COROLLARY (3.6). Let A, B be as in (3.5) with the corresponding multi- 
linear codimensions 
c,(A) = deg(X’“)(A)), ” c,(Q 0 B) = deg(x,,(Q 0 B)), 
and let J,/cp,(I,) denote the multilinear p-special identities of A. Then 
dimzp(Jn/f(~,)) = 4Q 0 4 -c,(A). 
In particular, J,/cp,(Z,,) = 0 if and only if c,(A) = c,(Q Q B). 
Proof Apply “deg” to (3.5). The proof follows since 
deMJ,/cp,(~,))) = dimz8(Jnlcpn(~,)) 
and also, deg(j,(Q 0 B)) = deg(X,(Q @ B)). Q.E.D. 
By [l] if A is an F-P.I. algebra and char(F) = 0, then the diagrams 
I E P(n) that support xn(A) are contained in a k x 1 hook H(k, I), but in 
general not in any strip H(k, 0). In fact, the strip is characterized by a 
Capelli identity! See Section 6 below. In the modular case, however, 
cocharacters are always supported in a strip: 
THEOREM (3.7). Let H(k, 1; n) = H(k, 1) n P(n) (see (1.6)). Let F be a 
field, char(F) = p > 0, and let A be an F-P.I. algebra of type Cr. Then there 
exists kOE N such that 
x?(A)= c mg. (CL). 9-e Hp(ko,O;n) 
In fact, assume- W.L.O.G.-that A E 22, oz B, where B is a h torsion free 
P.I. algebra. If B satisfies an identity of degree d, we can then choose any 
k. > e. p . (d - 1)4 (e = 2.7 . f .) in the above equation. 
Proof: By Theorem (3.5) it suffices to prove the theorem for the charac- 
ter j,(Q @ B). Now Q @ B is a Q-P.I. algebra, satisfying an identity of 
degree d. By [ 11, if k, 12 e(d - 1)4, then 
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(3.7*) 
Since 2 E H(k, I ), we get by (1.6) that A* E H(k,, 0), where 
k, = k + I( p - 1) > e . (d - 1)” . p. Also, it follows easily from the definition 
of the dominance order, that if i* E H(k,, 0) and A* 9~~ then also 
peH(ko, 0). 
It follows that all the p-regular partitions p in (3.7*) are in H(k,, 0). 
Q.E.D. 
4. T IDEALS IN Z(x) 
For the results of Section 3, it is essential that the H-algebra is torsion 
free. Thus, we are led to consider the following question. 
Given a T ideal Zc Z(x), is B = Z (x)/I torsion free? We study this 
question here and in the following sections. 
Notations (4.1) (T, and T, Ideals). One can generalize Z(x) and 
h,(x) of Section 2 by replacing Z and Z, by any commutative ring R. 
Thus R(x) is the free associative algebra, and R(x)* = R(x)\R the ideal 
of polynomial without constant term. Let A be an R algebra. If 1 E A, we 
can substitute elements from A in any polynomial of R(x); if 14 A, such 
a substitution is undefined outside R(x)*. 
Thus, given an R-P.I. algebra A and such {x}, the corresponding free 
algebra 9 is 
F(R)=cF= R(x) if SEA 
R(x)* if l$A. 
The subset I= Id,(A) E 9 of the identities of A in F is a T ideal, and 
U(A) = Y/Z is the universal algebra. If {x} is large enough (for example, 
card{ x} 2 card A), then A is a homomorphic image of U(A) and 
Id,( U(A)) = Id,(A). To allow enough multilinear polynomials we 
shall assume that card(x) = 03 (usually one chooses card(x) = 
max{K,, card A}). 
Given SE 9, let T(S) denote the T ideal generated by S in 9. Also, if 
f ~9, T({f})= T(f). Note that if ScR(x)*, then T(S) depends on 
whether F(R) = R(x) or R(x)*; therefore, denote 
T(S)= 
T,(S) if F==(x) 
T (s) 
0 if 9= R(x)*. 
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Let, for example, R = Z. Then 
T,(X2) = Z(x) since 1 E T,(x2), 
and 
Tom z(x)*: x,x*x34 Tob2) (see (7.2)). 
On the other hand, let g(x,, . . . . x,) E Z(x)* satisfy 
g(x, 9 ..., XA,=l =o for all 1 d i < n, 
then, clearly, T,(g) = T,(g). 
We now specialize R=Z, so F(Z)=Z(x) or Z(x)*. Hence 
F(Q)=Q.F(Z)=Q(x) or Q(x)*, and we study torsion for Tideals in 
F(Z). Most of the results here obviously generalize to the case where Z 
and the rationals Q are replaced by a characteristic zero domain R with its 
field of fractions Q(R). 
DEFINITION (4.2). Let Id F(B) be an ideal, ME 9(Z), 0 # 1 E B, 
then f has torsion I (with respect to I) if f 4 Z but 1 .f E Z. We say that Z is 
pure if F(Z)/Z is torsion free. 
Denote r(Z) = {f(x) E F(Z) 130 # 1 E Z, 1 .f~ Z}, so r(Z) 2 I. Call r(Z) the 
torsion radical of I. 
Remarks (4.3). (a) With Z, r(Z) as in (4.2), Z is pure if and only if 
r(Z) = I. Since r(r(Z)) = r(Z), it is pure. If Z is a T ideal in F(Z), then so 
is r(Z). 
(b) It is easy to see that Q .Zc F(Q) is the ideal generated by Z-as 
an ideal-in F(Q), and that (Q .I) n F(Z) = r(Z). Trivially, if JE F(Q) is 
an ideal, then Q(Jn 9(Z)) = J. It follows that I-+ Q . Z is a bijection 
between the pure ideals IS 9(Z) and the ideals of 9(Q): the inverse map 
is given by .Z+JnF(Z). 
Given an ideal (0) # .Z s F(Q), in general there are infinitely many ideals 
ZcP(Z) such that QZ=.Z; only one of these ideals, (.ZnF(Z)) is pure. 
(c) If ZEF(Z!) is a pure T ideal, then (by the standard proofs in 
characteristic zero) Z is homogeneous, and is determined by its multilinear 
elements. 
(d) Let .0x1, . . . . X[)E H(x) be multilinear, and let Z= T(f) &9(Z) 
(T,, or T,), then Z is homogeneous in each of its variables (multi- 
homogeneous). Indeed, let g E Z, then g = xi a,M,f(K,, , . . . . K,) Nj, ai E Z, 
and M;, Ni, K, are monomials. Then homogeneity follows since the multi- 
degree of M,K, . . . Ki, . Ni equals that of Mif(Ki,, . . . . K,,) Nj. 
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The following is well known: 
LEMMA (4.4) (The Basic Property of Q Oz). 
denote A, 2’ 
Let A = A, be a Z-module, 
Q Or A and let $1 A + A, be the canonical homomorphism 
given by $(a) = 1 @a. Then a E A has a nonzero torsion if and only iJ 
1 @ a = 0. In particular, $ is one-to-one $ and only if A is torsion free. 
THEOREM (4.5). Let A be a Z torsion free P.I. algebra and I = Id,(A) E 
F(Z). Let J denote the identities of QQ+ A in F(Q): 
J= Id&Q oz A) G 9(Q). 
Then J= CU. 
Proof: Both J and Q .I-are T ideals in 9(Q), and hence they are deter- 
mined by their multilinear elements. Thus, it clearly suffices to show that 
J and Q . I have the same multilinear polynomials in F(Z). In both (a) and 
(b) below, let f=f(x,, . . . . x,) E 9(H) be multilinear. 
(a) Assume frz Q .In F(Z) so FEZ (4.3(b)). By a standard argu- 
ment, f E J. 
(b) Assume f~ JnR(Z) and show f EI. Indeed, let a,, . . . . a,E A. 
Since f is multilinear and in Id(Q 0 A), we have 
O=f(l@a ,,..., l@a,)=l@f(a, ,..., a,). 
By (4.4), there exists 0 # 1~ Z such that 1. f(a,, . . . . a,) =0 and since A is 
torsion free, f(a,, . . . . a,) = 0. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY (4.6). Let A be a E torsion free P.I. algebra, SG Id,(A) 
(subset) such that T,(S) is pure and T,(S)=Id,(A,). Then T,(S)= 
IdAA ). 
Prooj Denote I, =Id,(A), I2 = T,(S), and J=Id,(A,). Then I, cI, 
are pure. By (4.5), J= QI, while QZ, = T,(S) = J by assumption. Thus 
UN, = QI, and the proof follows from (4.3(b)). Q.E.D. 
5. THE GRASSMANN ALGEBRAS 
We apply the previous results to the various Grassmann algebras. Over 
Z we prove that their identities are generated by [[x, y], z] and are pure 
in Z(X). The complexity of the argument indicates that when a T ideal in 
h(x) is given by generators, it is difficult to check its purity. Using 
Section 3 we then calculate the multilinear cocharacters of the modular 
algebras. 
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As before, if R is a commutative ring, then 9(R) is either R(x) or 
R(x)*. To simplify notations, we choose now B(R)= R(x), then 
construct the corresponding Grassmann algebra E(R) and study its 
cocharacters. The same results hold when 9(R) = R(x)*. 
DEFINITION (5.1). Let {x} = {x,li= 1, 2, . ..). I’= @El Rxi, and let 
Is R(x) be the two sided ideal generated by (U~(UE I’}. Define E(R) = 
R(x)/Z, and xi+Z=e,, &?*={e,,...e,“llQi,< . ..<i.,, n=l,2 ,... >, 
LB=BB*u (1). 
PROPOSITION (5.2). Let either R = F be a field or R = Z, then &I is an R 
basis for E(R). Hence E(Z) is Z torsion free. 
Proof Since (xi+ xi)’ -xf -x/’ E Z, we have e,e,= -e,e,, hence B 
spans E(R). To prove linear independence, we need the following: 
LEMMA (5.3). Let R and Z be as in (5.1), and let a E R; then ax, . . .x, E Z 
if and only if a = 0. 
Proof: If ax, . . . x, E Z, then by an easy calculation in R( x ), 
ax, . ..x.,= 1 bj,,,,Mj(xjrxjS+xjSsj,) N,, 
,.r,5 
where b,,, E .!8 and Mi. xjr xjs . Nj are monomials, multilinear of degree n 
in xi, . . . . x,. APPLY C, E s. sgn(a)a to both sides to get a.s,[x,, . . . . x,] =O, 
where s,[xi, . . . . x,] = Goes, sgn crx,(,) . ..x.(,,) is the nth standard polyno- 
mial. Hence a = 0. 
We can now complete 
Proof of (5.2). We show that the elements of %? are R-independent. 
Assume C, C(i) m(,je(ij = 0, where (i) = (i,, . . . . i,), i, < . . < i,, mci, E R, 
and ecij = ei, . . . ein. Then C, C(i) mci, xcij E Z, where xciJ = xi, . . xi”. Given 
such (i) = (il, . . . . i,) and (j) = (ji, . . . . jk), define (i)<(j) if, as sets, 
{i 1, . . . . in> G {jl, . . . . j,}. Choose (i) = (i, , . . . . i,) minimal for which mci, # 0. 
Substitute xi + 0 for all j 4 {i, , . . . . i,}. Since Z is clearly closed under such 
substitutions and since (i) was minimal, it follows that mci, xi, . . . xi” E Z, 
hence q, = 0 by (5.3). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY (5.4). For any field F, E(F) z F@, E(Z). 
Also, E(Z,) z E(Z)/pE(Z), where p E N is any prime. Hence E(F) is of C,, 
we. 
ProoJ These isomorphisms are given canonically via the corresponding 
(and essentially identical) bases. 
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Remarks (5.5). (a) Clearly, E(Z) satisfies the polynomial identity 
[[x,y],z]=O, where [a,6]=a&ba. Thus, J!,=T,([[x,~],z])EZ= 
Id,(E(Z)), and Z is pure. By showing that J, is pure and by applying (4.6) 
we show next that J3 = I. 
(b) By a remark in (4.1), T,([[x, y], z]) is the same in both cases, 
F(Z) = Z(x) or F(Z) = Z(x)*. In particular, the substitutions xi -+ 1 are 
now allowed. 
We prove next that J, = Tz( [ [x, y], z]) is pure. We begin with 
LEMMA (5.6). Let J, = Tz( [ [x, y], z]) and let f(xl, . . . . x,,) E 9(H) be 
homogeneous of degree 2 1 in each of thl! variables x1, . . . . x,. Then 
f(x , , ..., x,)=x:: . . . xY'g(x,, . ..) x,) (mod Jd, 
where 0 d a,, . . . . a,, E Z and g is multilinear. 
ProoJ Assume deg,“f 2 2. Given a monomial M in A we can write 
M = M, x,MZx,M3 for some monomials M, , M,, M3. Modulo J3, 
M= M~bnMdxnM,) - (x,MJ M,(x,Md + (x,MJ M,(x,M,) 
- kMJ(xnMJ M,. 
It follows that 
f = x,f ‘(x, I . . . . x,) (mod J,). 
The proof now follows by induction on deg J Q.E.D. 
THEOREM (5.7). The ideal J, = Tz( [ [x, y], z]) is pure. 
Hence, by (4.6), 
J3 = Tz( C Cx, ~1, ~1) = I= Id,(W)). 
Proof: The proof is by a slight refinement of a technique of 
Specht [ 191. 
Let f(xl, . . . . x,)EB(E), O#IEH, and assume Z.fEJ,. We show that 
f E J,. By 4.3(d) we may assume that f is homogeneous of degree > 1 in 
each of the variables xi, . . . . x,. By (5.6), we may assume that 
f=ai . . .x;lg(x,, . ..) x,), 0 d aie Z, and g(x) multilinear. We show that 
f E J, by induction on degf: 
Apply Specht’s technique [19]: In each monomial of g(x), move x, to 
the right via commutators. Thus 
g(x,, . ..Y x,) = g,(x,, . . . . x,) + g,(x,, .*., x,- 1) xn 
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and x, appears in commutators in gi(x). Thus g(x,, . . . . x,- i, 1) = 
g,(x, 7 ...? x,-~). Hencef(x, ,..., x,-i, l)=x~:;...x;l’gJxi ,..., x,-i). Since 
J3 is closed under the substitutions xi+ 1, hence E.f(x,, . . . . x,-i, 1) l J3, 
so, by induction, f(x, , . . . . x, _ i, 1) E J,. Multiplying by x2 and x,, we get 
x~~.~~x~~~~(x~, . . . . x,_~)x,EJ~, n hencef-x~...x~‘g,(x,, . . . . x,) (modJ,). 
To continue with the variables x+ i, . . . . x1 note that [x, y] u[x, z] E .13: 
modulo J3, [Ix, y] is central, hence 
cx, Yl UC.% zl = urx, Yl rx, zl = 4 cx, YIX, zl = 4 L-4 VI, zl E 53. 
Since x, appears in commutators in g,, it follows that 
j-E x2.. . x’;‘g, s g-i . . . xl’xzg, (mod J, 1, 
and one can repeat the above “Specht technique” [19] with x,- ,, etc. 
It follows that 
f- x2.. . X;l’h(X,) . ..) x,) (mod J, 1, 
where h(x,, . . . . x,) is multilinear, and is linear (integral) combination of 
products of higher commutators (see [19]). Thus, modulo J,, h(x,, . . . . x,) 
= 0 if n is odd, hence f E J3 in that case, and if n is even, then 
h(xl,...,X,)-Ca(,)CXil,~,zI ...CXtn-I>Xi,I 
(i) 
(mod J, 1, 
where a(, E Z. Assume therefore that n is even. Now, for any 0 E S,, 
cx O(l)’ --%*,I . . . CX,(,- I)7 X,(n) 1=w(~)Cx1,x21 . ..C~.-~,x,l @odJ,) 
since, for example, 
[a, b][c, d] = [a, b[c, d]] e -[a, [b, d]c] s -[a, c][b, d] (mod J3). 
It follows that if n is even, then 
h(x,,...,~,)~~aCx,,x,l...Cx,-,,x,l (mod J3 ), aEZ, 
(hence f-a~xptn~~~x;l~[~~, x2] ... [x,-i, x,]), and the proof of the 
theorem follows once we show that a = 0. By assumption, 1 .f~ J,, hence 
Z.f(l +e,, . . . . 1 + e,) = 0, where e,, . . . . e, E g*. It follows that 
O=(f.a)(l +e,)“‘-..(l +e,)“‘[l +e,, 1 +e*]...[l +e+,, 1 +en] 
~l.a.2”/~.e, . ..e.; 
hence a = 0 by (5.2). Q.E.D. 
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We proceed to determine the multilinear cocharacters xr’(E(F)), F any 
field. First, let char(F) =0 and write x~~‘(E(F)) = x!,‘)(E). By [lS], 
xlp’m = c AcH(l,l;nj[IZ] (see (3.7)). Let now char(F) =p>O. By (3.4) we 
may assume that F = B,. 
PROPOSITION (5.8). Let PE N be a prime, F= Z,, I= Id,(E(Z)), 
J= Id,(E(F)) as in Theorem (3.5), and let J,,/cp,(Z,) denote the multilinear 
p-special identites of E(F). Then 
(a) Zf p > 2, J,/(p,,(Z,) = 0, hence xr’(E(F)) = j:‘(E) (reduction 
module p). 
(b) rf p=2, dim(J,/cp,(Z,,))=2”-‘- 1. Here E(Z,) is a com- 
mutative-with the trivial eocharacters ((n)). 
Proox Let c,(A) denote the codimensions of the F-P.I. algebra A, and 
recall that 
d-4) = deg(x!?(A)). 
It is proved in [12] that if char(F) 22 (F any field), then 
c,(E(F)) = 2”-‘. 
Thus 
deg(XA”(E)) = c,(E(Q)) = 2”-’ = c,(E(F)) = deg(XLF’(E(F))). 
Therefore, by Theorem (3.5) (or Corollary (3.6)), ifp # 2, J,/cp,,(Z,,) = 0 and 
x;~‘(E(F)) = i?‘(E). 
If char(F) = 2, then E(F) is a commutative, non-nilpotent algebra, hence 
c,(E(F)) = 1, and the proof follows from Theorem (3.5). Q.E.D. 
Thus xCF)(E(F)) is determined by 3 n 
PROPOSITION (5.9). Let p, n E N, p an oddprime. Let Aj = (j, 1” -‘), A,? as 
in (1.7), and define x,, = c,“=, [A,] and 
iy n=a.p. 
Then the reduction 2, of I,,, module p, is given by 
i 
@a 
L= 2Qi, 
if Pin 
if pin. 
Proo$ This is an immediate consequence of (1.8). 
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EXAMPLE. Let p=3, n=5,6 (see (1.7)) then js=(3,2)+(22,1)+ 
(3,1*)+(4,1)+(5)and 
We summarize the above results in the following: 
THEOREM (5.10). Let F be a field, E(F) the (infinite) Grassmann algebra, 
and let 3Lj= (j, 1+-l), E.f, 1 djbn, as in (1.7). 
(p = 0) If char(F) =O, the nth (ordinary) multilinear cocharacter of 
E(F) is 
(p > 2) Zf char(F) = p 2 2, the n th Brauer (modular) multilinear 
cocharacter of E(F), xL~‘(E(F)), is j,, the reduction modulo p of xn (see 
(1.2)), and is given by 
- { 
@” 
it,= 2@” 
if pin 
if pin 
(see (5.9)). 
(p = 2) If char(F) = 2, then E(F) is commutative and non-nilpotent, 
hence with the trivial nth cocharacter ((n)). 
6. CAPELLI-LIKE IDENTITIES 
We apply the previous results to study algebras satisfying Capelli, and 
Capelli-like, identities. While ordinary cocharacters characterize such iden- 
tities [l, 171, modular cocharacters do not [5]. This is examined and 
explained here. In this section, cocharacters mean multilinear cocharacters. 
The mth Capelli polynomial is 
Let F be a field, V a k dimensional vector space, T”(V) = w  
n 
(0 is O.), a( V, n) = d= End,(T”( V)), and tin: FS, + a( V, n) the’classi- 
cal map, given by linearity and by 
$,(~)(V,c3 .‘. ohJ=~,-~(1)0 . . . 0 u,-I(,), CES,, UjE v. 
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THEOREM (6.1). In the above notations, let A be an F-P.I. algebra, and 
consider the following four conditions: 
(a) A satisfies dk+ , [x; y]. 
(b) All the cocharacters of A are supported in a strip of height k; 
namely, for all n, 
X?(A) = 1 mA<l> 
Is Hp(k,O;n) 
(where (,I) = [A] ifp = 0). 
(c) For all n, ker $, G Id,(A). 
(d) Forallk+ldn, 
where sk+l[x] =c,.s,+, sgn(a)x,(,,...x,(,+,, is the (k+ 1)st standard 
polynomial. 
Zf char F= 0, then the above four conditions are equivalent. Zf 
char(F)=p>O, then (a) and (d) are equivalent, (a) implies (b), and 
(c) implies (d). However, (b) does not imply (a). 
Proof: The equivalence of (a) and (b) in char(F) = 0 is given in [17]. 
If char F= p > 0, Theorems (3.5), (3.7), together with the above charac- 
teristic zero case, show that (a) implies (b). However, (b) does not imply 
(a)!! See (6.2). 
Conditions (a) and (d) are essentially the same in any characteristic, once 
the left and right actions of 0 ES, on polynomials in FS, are understood 
(see, for example, [ 171). 
Also, when k + 1 <n, the inclusion FS,sk+ l[x] FS, G ker $n holds in 
any characteristic (and also when F= H; it is characteristic free): if (T, 
?ES,, then h(x,, . . . . X,)=a(Sk+,[XIr . . . . xk+l]Xk+2.‘.X,)q is alternating 
in k + 1 variables. There is an F-basis B, 5 T”(V) such that for any 
010 ... @v, E B, and any k + 1 u;s, at least two are equal. Hence 
h(x,, . . . . x,)(vI @ ... @v,) = 0. 
A classical theorem [ZO] asserts that if char(F) = 0, then FS, . Sk+ 1 [x] . 
FS, = ker $,, hence (c) and (d) are equivalent in this case. Q.E.D. 
Remark (6.2). It was noted in [S] that in characteristic p > 0, (b) does 
not imply (a). However, by (3.7) the cocharacters of any P.I. algebra are 
always supported in a strip. One is led to suspect that when p > 0, any P.I. 
algebra satisfies some Capelli identity. 
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Let now F=H, with I’=Zu,@ ... @ Zu,. Thus, conditions (a), (c), and 
(d) make sense for any Z-PI. algebra A. Here again, (a) and (d) are 
equivalent, and (c) implies (d), since ZS, . sk + i . 25, E ker $, if k + 1 < n. 
Here we can prove 
LEMMA (6.3). (1) When F= Z as above, ZSJker II/,, is torsion free. 
(2) Zfk+lbn, z(~S,.S~+~.~S”)=~~~~, (see (4.2)). 
Proof. (1) Since u,, . . . . USE V is a Z basis of I’, {uil 0 ... @u,l 
1 < ij <k} is a Z basis of T”(V). Let v = ui, 0 .. . 0 vi, be such a basis 
element, then its stabilizer 
H(v)= b=S,I$n(P)V=V) 
is a subgroup of S,. Choose D G S, such that { qH(v) ) q ED} are all its left 
cosets in S,: S, = U ~ t D yH(u), disjoint union. It can easily be shown now 
that the vectors {$,(q)(v) 1 q E D} are Z-linearly independent. 
Let now u = C,, s, a,c E ZS,, then 
ICI,(u)(v)= C C a,,lCIn(wNv) 
qtD PEWV) 
= C ( 
rlcD 
C aqp) $Jvb. 
PEWV) 
It follows that u E ker tin if and only if for all such v, H(v), and D, 
c ~ef’(v) ‘VP = 0 for all v] ED. 
It now clearly follows that if y E ZS,, 0 # 1 E Z such that Zy E ker $,, then 
yEker $,,. 
(2) Denote L=ZS,.S~+~.ZS,,, ker $,, = R, then Lc R. As 
remarked in (6.1). QL = QR, hence z(L) = z(R) = R in ZS,. Q.E.D. 
Note. Conditions (c) and (d) of (6.1) make sense when F is replaced by 
any commutative ring. If z(L) = L in (2) above, then the Z conditions (c) 
and (d) are equivalent, hence they would be equivalent over any field F. 
7. SOME TORSION CASES 
We show below that the Nagata-Higman Theorem [7] implies that 
many T ideals in F(Z)= Z(x)*, for example, I= T(xd), d>2, are not 
pure. We need the following technical. 
LEMMA (7.1). Denote u,(x,, . . . . x~)=C~~~~X~(~)...X~(~), and let g(x)= 
xi= 1 b,K, be a polynomial with 0 # bi E Z!, Ki monomials. Also, let M, N be 
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monomials (possible = l), and let 1 < dE Z. Then the multilinear part of 
MgdN is 
M c 6, . . 6,. Ud(Ki,, . . . . K,) N. 
it-c <id > 
M K,, -. q. N 
is multhbsx 
Moreover, ifgEZ(x)*, r>d, and K, . . . K, is multilinear, then the second 
(middle) factor above is non-trivial. 
Prooj This follows from the fact that 
gd= c bi;-bi;ud(Ki,, . . . . K,,)+ 
it-c <id 
{;;;;;;;}. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA (7.2). Let Z= TO(xd) and assume 0 <I, nE& satisfy 
1.x, . . . x, E I. Then d! divides 1. In particular, if d 2 2, x1 . . . x, $ Z for all n. 
Proof: Every element of Z is of the form xi aiM, g:N, where ai E H, M,, 
Ni monomials, and gi polynomials in F(h) = a(x) *. By (7.1) and multi- 
linearity, 
1.x, . . ‘Xn = C b(i)M(i)ud(Ki,, ...) K,,) N(i), 
(i) 
where bCi, E Z, MCi,, NC,,, and K!, are monomials. Substitute now 
X1) . ..) x, + 1, so MC;), NC,,, and K, + 1 and x, . . . x, + 1. Hence 
1~ (C(i) b(i)) d!. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION (7.3). Zf d> 2, then Z= T,(xd) is not pure. 
Proof: The proof clearly follows from (7.2) and the following 
LEMMA (7.4). Given Z= To(xd), d> 2, there exist 0 < 1, n E Z such that 
1. x1 . . . x, E I. 
Proof: Let .Z be the T, ideal generated by xd in F(a) = Q(x)*. By the 
Nagata-Higman Theorem [7], there exists n (n d 2d) such that 
x1 ... x,,EJ:x~ “.x,, =c riMihyNi: 
I 
where ri E Q, Mi, Ni monomials, and hi E Q(x)*. By an appropriate 
common denominator 0 # 1 E Z, we clearly have 1. x, . . x, E I. Q.E.D. 
Remark (7.5). The multilinearization of xd yields ud(x) = ud(x,, . . . . xd). 
Let V,(Z) denote the Z-module of the multilinear polynomials in x,, . . . . x, 
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over Z. Let S(Z)=Z(x)*. In general, r(xd)s T(uJx)). However, by 
arguments similar to those in (7.1)-(7.4), it can be shown that 
T(xd) n V,(Z) = T(uJx)) n V,(Z). 
We conclude this section with examples of polynomials, “deep” inside the 
commutator ideal, which generate non-pure T ideals in either Z(x) or 
z(x)*. 
EXAMPLE (7.6). Let n > 3 and 
~=~~C...CC~,~,+~,~,,~,l,~~l...,~,l) 
and let F(Z) be either Z(x) or Z(x)*; then r(J)3 J, i.e., J is not pure. 
Proof. Letp,+,(x)=[...[[x,x,x,,x,],xs],...,x,+l].Then2p,+,(x)EJ 
since 
2x,x*x3 = ((x1x2) x3 +x3(x1x2))- ((x3x1) x2+x2(x3x1)) 
+ ((x2x3) Xl +x1(x2x3)). 
We show that p, + 1(x) $ J. 
Assume pn + i(x) E J, then 
pn+I(~)=~ai41i~[...[K,L,+LiKi, Gil, . . . . Hi] .iVi, 
where aiE Z and M;, K,, Li, Gi, . . . . Hi, N,EF(Z) are monomials. Sub- 
stitute now xi+Xi~EOr E, where E=E(Z) as in (5.1). Since E(Z) is a 
free Z module, so is also E@, E, with a Z-basis $9 @ .@ (or G9* @ 9$*). 
Substitute xi + Xi = e, 0 ei, i # 4, 1 d i < n + 1, and xq + X, = e4 @ 1. (If 
F(Z)=Z(x)*, let Xq=e4@e,+,e,+,.) Thus 
p,+,(x)-*p,+,(x)=Ca;~i[...[RiLi+Li~i, Gil, . . . . i;iJ .mi. 
-- 
We claim that each summand fi,[... [R,L,+ LiKi, Gil, . . . . Ri] iVi is 
divisible by 2”+ ‘. Indeed, Ri. E, + E, . Ri equals 0 or 2iZi. Ei, and similarly, 
every commutator contributes a factor of 2. Thus pn + ,(X) = a. 2”+ ‘e, . . . 
e n+10ele2e3e,~~~e,+l, aEB. 
On the other hand, XIX2.?3 = e1e2e3 0 e,e,e, anti-commutes with 
X, = e,@ 1. Hence [X,l,X,, X4] =21,X2X3X,. By the same argument and 
an easy induction, it follows that 
a contradiction. Thus 2p, + ,(x) E J but pn + i(x) # J. Q.E.D. 
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